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About This Game

You find yourself lost in a mine, the only objective is to find a way out. But something lurks in the shadows, following. Hunting
you. Good luck.

It's simply a game of cat and mouse. You can run and hide, but your ultimate goal is to find the key and escape the mine. While
avoiding the monsters.

This project was a final for a game design program at a school, we are pushing it for feedback.
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Just like the real ping pong and i love it.. Really nice pictures, no lags, cute background travels. Some of pics are stretched, but
generally all good (compared with similar games).. It is a fun game. there are alot of bug that need to worked out but, that is to
be expected with a game this early to its release.. If you like turn based tactics games and visual novels you'll probably like this.
I could write a lot about the game but it's pretty damn good, even if the CGs kind of got stuck in that late 90's/2000 uguu era. A
great game with interesting mechanics and characters. Awesome music, and chizuru is best girl (yuuto is really good too)
Also the pause screen has cook art
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one of the best games i have played.very retro and arcadey.pls buy it.it is very worth it.. Look, this is in my top 3 favourite VR
games, so I'm gonna leave a much longer review later.

But for now I just want my thumbs-up to count. So let me make this short:

The reason BLARP! is so cool is that it's one of those games that can only exist in VR. There's no way to have this sort of
gameplay in a flatscreen 3D game. You'd have to go all the way back to 2D to have even an approximation (something that
would be sort of like Particle Mace.)

In Blarp, you corral an ever-growing number of floating eyeballs, in an ever-growing room, twirling them around like a bolas, or
a bunch of yo-yos. With the analog range of the Vive's trigger, you can pull them in to you with varying force, which you can
also offset by swinging them around. Just make sure you don't let any of them actually touch your hand, or it's instant game
over. Your other hand has an extendable shield to help you keep them in check (I never use it.)

The aim is to swing and release them to hit randomly placed floating targets that level you up. You keep leveling up, adding an
eyeball each time and seeing the room get bigger and bigger.

As the swarm of eyeballs tethered to your hand grows and grows, it becomes easier to throw them in the general direction of the
target and trust that one of them will hit it, but it also gets more difficult to maneuver them around without one of them
touching your hand. Add to this the fact that some of the eyeballs are smaller and move much faster (either the new ones, or the
old ones, I'm not sure.)

There are a number of indicators to help you play. The eyeballs are linked to your hand by smart tethers that let you know how
far each ball is just by looking at the dashes on the tether. The dashes also dynamically change as you exert a pull with the
trigger. It's very intuitive and makes it easy to manage a huge number of eyeballs without having to look at all of them - just
look at your hand and the opacity and length of the tether dashes. There are also audio cues to help you, for instance, locate the
floating targets without hassle.

Let's talk about the visuals and audio. Cabbibo, the developer, is fond of psychedelic shaders and abstract dynamically generated
music. The screenshots in the store page give you an idea of how trippy the game looks. It's rather ugly in screenshots, but in
motion you see how gorgeous it is: there are layers and layers of hidden fields, that you peek at when looking the wakes behind
the eyeballs, or the mat under your feet, or your controllers. The walls of the room ripple and flex satisfyingly when you smack
the eyeballs into them. The eyes themselves each emit a sound sample, growing into a cacophony that's pleasing yet
overpowering.

This is pure VR arcade fun. The sense of progression is palpable, the gameplay simple but deep and compelling.

I would improve a few things. Have more colour coordination rather than the vomity scheme, while maintaining the effects.
Left handed mode. A checkpoint or extra life every few 5 or 10 levels.

Okay, this review ended up much longer than I planned. I love this game so much. It's ridiculously low priced, and it's such a
unique and intuitive experience. Please give it a try.. As a fan of Bejeweled with about 60 hours clocked in on that game, I tried
this out when I snagged a coupon to get it for $1. It's awful in every way. It isn't anywhere near as visually appealing as
Bejeweled. It's not as fun. There's nothing about it to make it worth playing or to separate it from the competition. Add to that
the horrible Topware DRM added to a Steam game and it's just a nasty waste of $1.. This RPG action adventure game is one of
those that think graphics makes a game. In short, they don't. Although visually it's nice, gameplay is horrible.

The beginning of the game gives you some back story, then inserting you into the game world. You're given a choice of three
weapons, 2 of which cost some undisclosed currency. The final weapon is the sword, you then practice within the tutorial
teaching you the basics.

The first monster you encounter which I will refer to as a wolf, is introduced to you early in the game. After the tutorial you
think you have to wait and see when the wolf will attack so you can counter-attack and kill them easily. This is wrong.

The wolf has a near split second delay for the counterattack with no way to know its coming. The sword (a.k.a. the first weapon
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you get) has a weird delay that causes you not to hit an enemy. This, in turn, counts your expertly timed counter-attack hit to
become a regular hit. The game feels bad for you and activates your special ability for that weapon. In this case it's the sword's
special.

The special is a cool slash which goes away from where you swipe to cut and instantly kill enemies, making this very useful for
the incoming hordes of monsters. Aiming the slashes are very difficult and don't correspond completely with the angle you
swipe at.

After a while you realize you can just slowly slash multiple wolves and effectively stun lock them.

The next enemy you face is right after the wolves, and looks like it\u2019s made out of tree bark. The tree has multiple attack
patterns, such as throwing something, spinning and slashing, or just stabbing. You can just about counter every attack after
facing ten or more. Did I mention how they dont let off the spam anywhere in this game? You don't just get to fight one, you get
to fight two, and after defeating those, then two more.

So after dying a couple times you can face a mini-boss that looks like a walking lion made out of lava. There are two options
you can do to face this guy;
Beat the devil out of it and counter-attack
Just slash back and forth because his attacks are so infrequent that your health regenerates quicker.

No, there is not two of him next. A final showdown event occurs where you fight an extreme amount of the enemies you faced
before and then you move onto the next area.

The next area you are faced with two puzzles which are alright. A flying version of the tree appears which still throw stuff at
you, and harrass you throughout the rest of this area. Coming up through a valley an outline of your sword appears and you
enchant it to gain a discount special ability that you use to fight the real boss.

These first few attacks that come in are simple to counter, but what comes next changes things. He will begin attack one or two
of the floating islands, which ones you cannot determine until it is too late, so you will most likely die. If you are somehow
lucky enough to stay alive he does the exact same thing again after attacking you with the simple attacks. At this point I died and
have had enough of this game.

In conclusion, unless you have an abundance of time to master something, do not, buy this game.
. A very nice vision of old good classics.

The game have a lot of interesting mechanics and stuff in gameplay and storyline, really makes it worth buying and playing.
The only thing I wish that the devs fix some bugs and improve optimization!
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